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Cheesed off with Brexit?

Preparedness comes in many forms - an Irish cheese maker is reported to be stockpiling Cheddar
in anticipation of shortages in the event of no deal.
We are not suggesting you fill your cupboards with British cheese, but there is action you should take to help
smooth your transition to a future outside the EU. Yet our Preparedness Survey shows that 19% of UK citizens in
the EU have still done nothing to prepare for a possible ‘no deal’.
Some claim they can do nothing because no one knows what the outcome will be, but we know exactly what will
happen if there is no deal - we will all become third country nationals overnight, meaning we must prepare for EU
rules to end for us. This is why both sides have issued preparedness guidelines which have had coverage in the
press, TV and online, and are linked from our survey web page (and at the end of this page).
For example, the guidelines state that in the event of no deal, the UK driving licence may no longer be recognised
in Europe, so a local licence or an International Driving permit will be needed.
It is also reported that if we own a pet, then the current UK pet passport may no longer be valid, and depending on
the UK’s status, a visit to a vet four months before travel will be needed.
Then, of course, there were recent reports that we may have problems accessing our UK bank accounts or getting
our private pensions paid.
So rather than just putting our feet
up and hoping for the best, we could
be applying for a driving licence in
the country where we live and taking
advice from finance experts.
Some citizens are already moving
savings away from the UK and
reducing their future dependence on
UK bank accounts.
Home owners told us there is nothing
they need to do, but they could at least
ask a legal advisor if their heirs could
face inheritance issues after we all
become third country nationals.
The survey shows that only 29% of people running businesses have done something to prepare for Brexit, despite
the probability of demands for new documentation and the end of freedom of movement preventing cross border
working, even on-line. Half of those holding British qualifications in our survey have done nothing to prepare for
the possibility that they may not be recognised after Brexit.
When it comes to residency rights, slightly more than half (58%) have officially documented their right to reside in
their country of choice. Some have applied, but the remainder could find life difficult if proposed reciprocal plans
to the UK’s ‘settled status’ come into force and they have no existing documentation - think ‘Windrush’!
Of course, the words ‘if’, ‘could’, ‘proposed’ and ‘possible’ appear above - it may all never happen. But we can’t
afford to take a risk with our future lives. We still fasten our seat belt before setting off in the car, surrounded by
air bags. There is no air bag or safety belt to protect us from a Brexit crash, so if you have done nothing to prepare,
check the notes on our web site. It could help you, especially if UK crashes out next year.
For Government Preparedness notes: UK: Click HERE

EU: Click HERE
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So what does the survey reveal?

The good news is that three quarters of UK citizens in EU (75%) have either established residency or applied, so if
the time comes when we all have to re-apply to stay in our country of choice (the EU equivalent of ‘settled status’),
at least they can take some comfort of knowing they have already been accepted in the current system.
But our survey also measured how many had prepared if particular categories applied to them. Here, the news is
not so good.
For example, of those who are employed, only 23% say they have
done some research to see if things may change after Brexit and what
they should do to prepare.
Of those who have a driving licence, only 37% have taken any action.
Similar results are apparent throughout the survey, with between
one third and 90% of people doing nothing to prepare or protect
themselves in categories ranging from Running a Business to owning
property in the UK.
In France, increased workload is being blamed for long delays in getting appointments for residency cards, some
prefectures offering appointments well after Brexit date or not at all. If this is happening before Brexit, imagine
the situation if there is a sudden rush of applications for essential documentation in five month’s time.
So please don’t leave everything until the last minute or you may face long delays getting your documents sorted or
problems with finance, your work, home, or a host of other matters.

Brexit - it’s all known unknowns and unknown unknowns,
don’t you know....
Some would say the Americans are renowned for scrambling the English language. It was the Bush
Administration’s Secretary of Defense (American Spelling), Donald Rumsfeld, who famously said of Iraq’s
weapons of mass destruction: “..... there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know
there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also
unknown unknowns - the ones we don’t know we don’t know.”

I think I know what he meant, but it would seem to take on a more coherent meaning in relation to Brexit. After
more than two years of negotiations, the potential outcome of almost every aspect is still ‘unknown’. We know
that, so the ‘unknowns’ of Brexit must be ‘known unknowns’. And with new issues coming out of the woodwork,
we know there must also be ‘unknowns’ yet to emerge. So we know they will be the ‘unkown unkowns’ that ‘we
don’t know we don’t know’ - yet.
Of course, all this brain scrambling is a Godsend to politicians who use it to report progress (or lack of) by giving
the message they want us to hear. Although exactly what they are trying to say is often ‘unknown’.
Theresa May has made an art form of failing to answer a question by delivering a vaguely related statement which
seems to make a point, until you realise it completely fails to address the issue she was asked about in the first
place. By which time, it is too late to ask again. Perhaps that is what makes a clever politician.
But it doesn’t wash with us because we ‘know’ what is going on even if the politicians won’t admit it. We ‘know’
the ‘unknowns’, and no amount of political bluffery can disguise them. If they don’t get their act together soon and
admit that they can’t even agree amongst themselves, then Brexit cannot possibly work to the benefit of the citizen,
so perhaps their only way out is to admit that it is a massive cock-up and give it all back to the public for a second
referendum. At least we won’t be voting on an ‘unknown’ this time.
Then the last word can be left to Mr Rumsfeld: “Those who made the decisions with imperfect
knowledge will be judged in hindsight by those with considerably more information at their
disposal and time for reflection,”............. so now, you ‘know’!
Dave Spokes - davespokes@ecreu.com
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British, unregistered and living in
EU27?... how Brexit will affect you

If there’s no agreement, then the UK will cease to be a member of the
EU on 29th March next year and we will become third-country nationals
overnight. This has major implications, not least, because the UK is not a
member of the Schengen Area.
The Schengen Area, named after ‘the Schengen Agreement’ signifies a zone
where 26 different European nations, (not all are in the EU and not all EU countries
are in Schengen) abolished their internal borders for the free and unrestricted movement of
people, goods, services, and capital. As a result borders between European countries only exist on maps.
Countries currently in Schengen are: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. Madeira, The Canary Islands,
The Balearics and The Azores are also included.
Citizens and residents of any Schengen country can travel freely between the countries spending up to 90 days
in each, after which EU rules of residency apply.
After Brexit, if you don’t have residency in your host country, you will be classed as a tourist
of a third country. You will need to apply for a ‘Schengen Visa’.
The UK is hoping that the EU will agree to a visa-free scheme likely to involve applying for a visa-waiver that
will last for several years at a cost of about £5. Nothing is yet decided and in the absence of an overall EU
scheme, individual countries are likely to impose their own visa rules. The French government has published
its draft law, which makes interesting reading and we should expect that the other EU27 countries will follow
suit.
You may stay within Schengen for 90 days in any 180-day period. This means that out of 180 days, you can
only be there for 90 days on a moving basis. The 180 day period is determined by counting backwards with the
day of arrival counted as day one. If you are stopped by police and have stayed over 90 days, you are liable to
be fined between 300 and 1,200 Euros.
It will be vital to keep details of all visits. The EU has a handy calculator so that you can work out how long you
have been in Schengen: https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/content/visa-calculator_en
You DO NOT get 90 days in each Schengen country, but 90 days in the entire Schengen area, which for Brits
is practically everywhere except the UK and Ireland. Therefore, if you spend 90 days in your EU27 home, you
must leave the Schengen area and can’t make any quick trips to another Schengen country for 90 days.
As if all this wasn’t onerous enough, from January 1st 2021, Brits without any EU residency and travelling into
Schengen, will need to register their details and their intentions online using the European Travel Information
and Authorisation System or ETIAS. The cost will be around €5 and the ETIAS will be valid for 3 years or until
your passport runs out, whichever is the sooner.
The questions likely to be asked will cover personal information including name, address, contact details,
passport details and occupation (with your job title and employer, or for students, the name of educational
establishment). There will also be questions about your state of health, particularly any infectious diseases.
You will have to give details of any convictions in the past 20 years for serious crimes, including those involving
terrorism, child pornography, armed robbery, fraud and money laundering, cybercrime, counterfeiting,
industrial espionage, illicit trafficking in endangered animal species, arson, xenophobia and racism.
Next, you must say why you are travelling (holiday, visiting family, business etc), specify the country you will
first arrive in and provide the address of your first night’s stay - which could pose a problem for travellers who
like to make plans as they go. Those wanting to spend the winter in warmer climes in their motor home or
cruise the Mediterranean are likely to have problems without a lot of forward planning.
more......
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For example you can cross into Croatia for 90 days and then return to Schengen, but check the Schengen status
of any country before committing to it as several are waiting to join Schengen.
The airline, ferry company, train or coach operator you are travelling with will be required to verify you are in
possession of a valid travel authorisation. So you shouldn’t get as far as a European border post without a valid
ETIAS.
If you overstay your 90 day limit in the Schengen area this will be noted on your record, so next time you travel
you may be refused entry. Also, at the press of a button, the EU authorities can check when you arrived in
Schengen and have details of any other trips you have made.
If you have a valid British passport you’re currently able to enter or leave the Schengen area without it having
a minimum or maximum validity period remaining. However, once the UK exits the EU, you’ll be considered a
third country national under the Schengen Border Code and will therefore need to comply with different rules
to enter and travel around the Schengen area.
If you have an EU27 residency this will apply to you when outside the UK or your host country.
According to the Schengen Border Code, third country passports must:
• have been issued within the last 10 years on the date of arrival in a Schengen country, and
• have at least 3 months’ validity remaining on the date of intended departure date from the Schengen
area. In effect this means having six months validity left on your passport.
Although UK passports can be issued nine months before expiry, since 10th September this year, those extra
months will no longer be taken into account and this rule is retrospective. Therefore, for existing passports you
need to check the issue date, add ten years and use the result as the expiry date. To travel into Schengen means
your passport should be no older than 9 years and 6 months.
If your passport does not meet these criteria, you may be denied entry to any of the Schengen area countries,
and you should renew your passport before you travel.
With thanks to Sue Fletcher - contact@ecreu.com

People’s march
on Westminster
ECREU member Gill Goodwin was among more
than 700,000 people marching on Westminster in
October demanding a Peoples Vote.
Hundreds more expats organised by RIFT and
British in Europe were there making their voices
heard in support of our rights after Brexit and for citizens to have the final say.
The next big event - The Last Mile - is just days away
and we have joined with the3million in UK for the
mass lobby of MPs at Parliament.
If you can’t make it there, you can still help get the
message through by lobbying your MP.
The next page has all the information you will need....
For more about People’s Vote and to sign a petition, go to: https://www.peoples-vote.uk/
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It’s been over two years
since the EU referendum,
and as March 2019 draws
closer, many months of
negotiations might still
come to nothing if the EU
and the UK can’t reach
an agreement on Brexit.
Enough is enough – we need the UK government and the EU to honour the commitments
already made to us during the negotiations, no matter what. We are campaigning, alongside
our friends, the3million, which represents EU citizens in the UK, for the UK government
and the EU to commit now to ring-fencing and implementing the citizens’ rights part of the
Withdrawal Agreement under Article 50 – no matter what the outcome on Brexit.
It is inconceivable for millions of us to have to wait, not knowing for sure whether our legal status will be
backed by a Withdrawal Agreement or not. That’s why we need thousands of you to take part in the e-lobby
to make sure that MPs understand not just what’s at stake but the strength of our feelings about it.

Remember, remember, the fifth of November...

If you can come to London on 5 November, you can join in our mass lobby of MPs in the
House of Commons by inviting your own MP to meet you there.
This is how you can take part in the Last Mile lobby at Westminster......
Find the MP whose constituency covers the last address you lived in when you were in the UK.
Don’t worry if you’re no longer on the electoral register because of the 15 year rule, you still have an
MP – write to this MP regardless. Or if you have a strong family connection living in the UK, use their
address. Find your MP here, by entering the postcode or constituency: http://bit.ly/uk-mp
Register for the lobby. Registration helps us find out how many people are taking part and which
constituencies have been covered. Registration is simple, and free. You will be offered the chance to
make an optional donation towards the lobby costs, which would be much appreciated. Please select
‘lobby’ from the link below. Once you’ve registered, you’ll receive confirmation and then a further
email with more details.Register here: http://bit.ly/ecreu-lastmile
Send an email to your MP to request a meeting. British in Europe has prepared a template for you
to use as the basis of your email or letter. While we suggest that you spend a bit of time making it your
own, on this occasion it’s very important to make sure that the main points on ring-fencing and the
invitation to support and sign the pledge remain unaltered and uncut. This will also serve as a briefing
for your meeting. You can download the template from this link: http://bit.ly/lastmiletemplate
Attend the lobby on the day - Once you’ve registered for the lobby on the Eventbrite link above,
you’ll receive details of what to do on the day and where to go to meet your MP in the House of
Commons. When you’re there, tell your personal story – how you would be affected if there were
no deal, how you would be affected even if there were a Withdrawal Agreement and it wasn’t
strengthened, as described in the letter. Then once you’ve met with your MP, ask them to come and
meet members of British in Europe and the3million and to sign the pledge.
Roger Boaden - rogerboaden@ecreu.com
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Could this be the cure for our
healthcare?

On 26 October, Stephen Barclay, Minister of State for Health, issued
the written statement below which sets out a new Healthcare Bill for
future reciprocal healthcare arrangements. After two years we finally
have something which might just give some peace of mind to worried
pensioners and other British citizens living in the EU.
Today, the Government is introducing the Healthcare (International Arrangements) Bill. This will provide
the Government with the powers that are needed to fund and effectively implement arrangements for UK
nationals to obtain healthcare abroad after the UK exits the European Union (EU).
Current EU reciprocal healthcare arrangements enable UK nationals to access healthcare when they
live, study, work, or travel abroad and visa-versa for EU citizens when in the UK. They give people more
life options, support tourism and businesses, and healthcare cooperation. The UK also has a number of
reciprocal healthcare agreements with non-EU and EEA countries, such as Australia and New Zealand.
These arrangements ensure that UK nationals living and working in the EU, European Economic
Area (EEA) and Switzerland can access healthcare in exchange for paying taxes and social security
contributions. The UK also funds healthcare abroad for a number of current or former UK residents.
This includes healthcare for UK state pensioners who spend their retirement in the EU and needs
arising healthcare when UK residents visit the EU for holiday or study through the European Healthcare
Insurance Card (EHIC) Scheme.
The Bill is part of the Government’s preparations for EU Exit and will ensure that whatever the outcome of
EU Exit, the Government can take the necessary steps to continue reciprocal healthcare arrangements or
otherwise support UK residents to obtain healthcare when they move to or visit the EU.
Presently, the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care has limited domestic powers to fund and
arrange healthcare outside of the UK. When the UK leaves the EU the current EU regulations will no
longer be part of UK law and new legislation will be needed.
This Bill confers powers on the Secretary of State to make, and arrange for payments to be made, in
respect of the cost of healthcare provided outside the UK. This would allow for the funding of reciprocal
healthcare arrangements for UK nationals living in the EU, EEA and Switzerland.
The Bill also confers powers on the Secretary of State to make
regulations for and in connection with the provision of healthcare
abroad and to give effect to healthcare agreements with other countries
or territories (both EU and non-EU) or supranational bodies such as
the EU.
Finally, the Bill provides for the lawful processing of data where
necessary for purposes of implementing, operating or facilitating the
operation of reciprocal healthcare arrangements or payments.
Current healthcare agreements benefit people in all parts of the UK, assisting people to obtain healthcare
when they are abroad. The UK Government is therefore engaging with the devolved administrations to
deliver an approach that works for the whole UK in a way that fully respects the devolution settlements.
The Bill underscores the Government’s commitment to reaching a reciprocal healthcare agreement
with the EU, or where necessary making agreements with Member States, and to exploring potential
agreements with third countries in the future.
The Government welcomes the forthcoming scrutiny of the Bill, to ensure that it achieves its aims for the
continuation of healthcare support for UK nationals in the EU, EEA and Switzerland after the UK exits the
EU, but also enabling the UK to look to the future.
This statement has also been made in the House of Lords
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This first report from France (which we previously posted on Facebook) is
included here as similar implications are likely apply to all EU states...

Now we really know what ‘no deal’ means.....

A draft bill which will be rushed through in France in the event of a no deal Brexit, gives the
terms under which UK citizens can remain in the country. And it depends on the way our
government treats French nationals in the UK.
The draft bill states British citizens in France could receive ‘more favourable treatment’ than people from
other third countries. But this will only apply if French nationals in the UK are given the equivalent status.
The worry is that any promises made by Mrs May’s government could be overturned if there is a change of
leadership or general election, in which case France would reciprocate.
The bill states: ‘In the event of withdrawal from the United Kingdom without an agreement, British
nationals who enjoy the right of free movement and free establishment throughout the European Union,
as well as members of their family, will become third country nationals and will therefore in principle be
subject to common law, that is to say to the requirement to present a visa to enter French territory and to
have a residency permit to justify staying here.’
So if there is no deal, we (and our family members) will need a visa to enter France and a Carte de Sejour to
stay here. Anyone living in France without a Carte de Sejour will be in the country illegally.
Also, if there is no deal, British nationals working for French companies and with employment contracts
under French law may be required to obtain a permit. Without permits, a French employer could be
criminally liable for the employment of foreigners.
Some professions including doctors and pharmacists, and people working for the French civil service must
have French or other EU state nationality. So after a no deal exit, a decree would need to be passed to allow
British nationals to continue working.
Particularly worrying for the retired is healthcare. If the UK crashes out then existing agreements will cease
and new agreements will be needed to cover healthcare, or France could introduce legislation to allow access
to healthcare.
It is probably reasonable to expect other EU countries to do the same. Clearly, there is much more to
be considered by France, but this at least tells us the true implications of no deal and the dangers of our
government using us as bargaining chips while refusing to ring fence citizen’s existing rights.
You can read the draft Bill (in French) here: http://www.senat.fr/leg/pjl18-009.html
We do report on the Government’s Healthcare (International Arrangements) Bill on a previous
page, but this has yet to be implemented and will need agreements between UK and EU states.

Still not applied for your Carte de Sejour?

The new French bill only serves to emphasise the urgency of applying for your Carte de
Sejour. The problem now is Prefectures can’t cope with demand and are introducing long
dealys or new systems for processing.
In the 86 region, Poitiers Prefecture is holding presentations where UK citizens can get advice and help with
a new application process. This is the schedule:
Mon 19 Nov at 18:00 - Civray, Salle de la Margelle
Wed 21 Nove at 18:00 - Montmorillon, Espace Gartempe, Salle 2, 16 Boulevard du Terrier Blanc
To be confirmed, Loudun or Châtellerault
more......
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Meanwhile, not everyone is experiencing problems. This from our Forces coordinator, Brian
Kemp:
Lin, my wife, and I went to our local Prefecture in Gueret today to apply for our Carte de Sejour. We
were really pleased with the warm welcome we received and the efficient way our application was
handled. We walk out after all the admin had been completed with our interim cards in our hands
with the promise the actual card would be available within two months. If if anybody else lives in
Dept 23 go to Gueret - it was almost a pleasure.

....and this from a member:

Our Carte de Sejour request took exactly 6 weeks from date of interview at the Beziers sous prefecture
(one week was lost as we needed some official translations).
Very friendly but slick and professional due in no small part (we think) to the fact they process lots
and lots of residency requests from non EU countries eg Arab and sub-Saharan countries.

Our friends at on-line support group, RIFT, have
comprehensive information on applying for French
residency cards, go to: http://bit.ly/ecreu-rift

Documented permanent residency is likely to be crucial for us all after Brexit,
no matter where we live in the EU 27

Veterans in the dark

It seems we ‘civilians’ are not the only ones in the dark over
our futures. Even the MOD has not been provided with
information.
A retired member of the UK Armed Forces contacted his local
embassy worried at the possibility of losing S1 health cover for
veterans after no-deal Brexit.
This was the MOD’s reply which he passed to our Forces
Coordinator:
© Crown copyright 2018
We have no official directive as to the situation
in the event of a “no deal” Brexit for our veterans in EU. Presumably, in the event
of withdrawal of S1 entitlement, Veterans UK would cover treatment of a war
pensioned accepted condition in line with that available to a veteran in the UK on the
NHS. Our overseas veterans out of the EU zone have to pay for their treatment and
submit receipts for reimbursement to the account their war pensions are paid to.

We have spoken to the Overseas Healthcare Team ourselves following similar
enquiries but they have no information at this stage.
I am sorry I cannot provide more specific information at the present time.
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Still living under a cloud of uncertainty...

British Embassies in the EU are holding meetings in an
attempt to set minds at rest, but the message always
seems the same. Here, ‘our man in Finland’, Stephen
Cole reports on one such meeting in Helsinki – with
sadly similar messages...

Early last month, around 130 people attended the British Embassy Helsinki’s second ‘Town
Hall Brexit’ meeting to help keep British citizens living in Finland, up-to-date with the UK’s
departure from the EU.
The British Ambassador Tom Dodd explained that Brexit was a very emotional issue and said that its
hallmark was still uncertainty and therefore he did not have firm answers for everything. He said: “Brexit was
covered in the media in a polarised fashion and according to where you sit, Brexit is either the worst thing
since the Black Death, or it is going to bring the new Eden upon the Earth”.
He went on to say: “Both things are completely untrue, it was somewhere in the middle”.
The Ambassador said that there were three processes to the negotiations; the Withdrawal Agreement,
the Transitional Agreement and the End State or the Future Arrangements. He stated that 85% of the
Withdrawal Agreement had been completed with the exception of the Northern Ireland border. The
Transitional Agreement is effectively done and it will be a ‘standstill’ in EU Law between the end of March
next year to the end of 2020. Which includes a standstill of right for individuals living in Finland under the
Withdrawal Agreement.
That is apart from one or two items yet to be negotiated which include voting rights and the right to move,
work and live in another EU country. However, he then stated that this will all be dependent on when things
come into force, which was the big question.
Towards the end of his opening remarks, he told the meeting that a representative from the Finnish
Immigration Service (Migri) was in attendance. However, he did not introduce the representative
formally and stated that the person would not be speaking or give any information regarding the Finnish
Government’s actions when the UK leaves the EU or should there be a no deal situation.
Although several members in the meeting tried (through Ambassador Dodd) to get some response from
the Finnish Government’s representative, he refused to put those questions to the representative. The
Ambassador explained that the representative was there purely to observe.
There then followed a Q&A which was not recorded. The Ambassador said that this was to ‘protect those
people who wished to remain anonymous’.
1. Registration - The Ambassador emphasised the importance of getting yourself properly registered in
Finland to ensure that you are recognised as being in the system.
more......
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This is to help the Finnish Immigration Services (Migri) ensure we are protected under Finnish law and be
part of whatever arrangements are agreed after Brexit.
2. UK Driving Licence – UK nationals have been able, under EU law, to continue to use their UK driver’s
licence in Finland without the need to exchange it. However, as the UK leaves the EU, British driving licenses
may not be recognised and therefore drivers should have the UK license exchanged for a Finnish one.
3. Freedom of Movement – Freedom of Movement will end for British citizens. The British Government
and the EU are locked in negotiations as to the continued rights for British citizens to work, live or study in
another EU country and also voting in elections. As it stands at the moment, British citizens will be ‘countrylocked’ in Finland and will not be able to use Freedom of Movement rights which they currently enjoy whilst
the UK is still in the EU.
4. I asked a question regarding the purchase and/or ownership of land and property in Finland after the UK
leaves the EU. There have been security issues in Finland regarding the purchase of property by other third
country nationals. We were told that Denmark already have some restriction on land and property sales to
foreign citizens (that is non-Danish or EU citizens).
5. Another member in the audience asked about the status of people who moved to Finland prior to the
current EU regulations and were granted ‘Leave to Remain’. This, apparently, is still undecided.
6. The Finnish Government is preparing a No-Deal paper towards the end of the month which will provide
further information regarding the status of British citizens in Finland after the UK leaves the EU. There
appears to be some confusion regarding the fate of British citizens (who were EU citizens) and whether they
will be treated the same rights as other third country nationals or will we have a different ‘settled status’. This
may depend on whether the provisions contained in the Withdrawal Agreement get implemented.
There are to be three further Town Hall meetings in Turku on the 16th October, Tampere on the 23rd October
and another in the northern city of Oulu later.
Stephen Cole, ECREU Member, Finland - Stephencole2010@gmail.com

No more glib assurances

There will be ‘No more glib assurances’ according to DExEU minister Robin Walker
when he met with Citizens’ Rights campaigners in Madrid.
ECREU, EuroCitizens, Bremain in Spain and Brexpats Spain met British embassy
officials and DExEU the minister for an update on healthcare, registration and
consular back-up by different members of the FCO team.
Mr Walker recognised that the current Withdrawal Agreement, whilst covering important
areas such as healthcare and host country residence, did not include key rights such as the freedom of
movement for Britons within the EU-27 and related issues like cross-border service provision.
He said that this had been left for the negotiations about the future EU/UK relationship which we strongly
criticised, stressing that we are a finite group of people who have already exercised our freedom of movement
rights within the EU-27.
We drew his attention to the European Parliament’s red lines and their suggestion that the EU might accept
Britons in the EU-27 maintaining their current freedom of movement in exchange for a lifetime right of return
for EUinUK citizens and asked that the UK should seek a standstill position on freedom of movement and
associated economic rights throughout the negotiations, should this exceed any transition period.
Mr Walker gave some very positive news regarding voting rights saying discussions about enabling Spaniards
in the UK and Britons in Spain to stand and vote in local elections, are at an advanced stage and should be
agreed soon.
more......
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We all underlined the huge risks for British migrants in Spain of a no-deal scenario which would entail
massive future uncertainty as we would immediately fall under Third Country National and national
legislation.
The minister gave an assurance that HMG had embarked on no-deal contingency planning and mentioned the
UK’s unilateral assurances to EUinUK citizens.
However, we made clear that no technical note regarding UKinEU had been published and that any unilateral
guarantees by the UK government were insufficient without a reciprocal agreement. The representatives of all
four groups were united in their demand for the urgent ring-fencing of Citizens’ Rights from other aspects of
the Withdrawal Agreement.
The minister took note of our concerns regarding automatic up rating of UK pensions, family reunification
rights and home university fees for UKinEU citizens which are guaranteed until 2020 but no further.
When we raised the issue of votes for life for UKinEU, the minister was personally sympathetic but could give
no specific guarantees.
Representatives of the groups stressed
that the current situation was one of
negotiating degrees of loss, given that the
EU status quo was far superior to anything
that could be obtained in the context of
Brexit, let alone in a no-deal scenario.
After hearing our criticisms of government
spin, Mr Walker admitted that it was
not enough to produce glib and general
statements in an attempt to reassure
Britons in the EU-27 and that citizens
needed specific information.
Whilst thanking the minister for meeting us, we roundly criticised HMG’s failure to engage with us more fully
at an earlier stage and for ignoring our requests for meetings with the DExEU Secretary of State or Theresa
May, and the PM’s failure to even mention us in recent key prime ministerial speeches.
Mr Walker said he understood how such a meeting would be much appreciated by British citizens in Europe.
Meanwhile, the question of registration on the padrón and residencia, as well as health care and driving
licences, has preoccupied the British Consulates. In Valencia, and Murcia the Consul Sarah Jane has organised
meetings across the region with the intention of bringing us all up to date with current systems.
They have invited Spanish officials and English speaking organisations and charities to participate with side
tables with publicity and ECREU will attend several of them. The timetable is:
6 November San Fulgencio social centre 12.00
6 November Pilar de la Horadada Plaza Florida 16.30
7 November Rojales social centre Ciudad Quasada 11.00
8 November Hondon de las Nieves Casa Cultura 10.00
8 November Teulada Moraira La Senieta 17.00
8 November Benitachell Espai Molí 20.00
13 November Mazarron/Camposol Casa de Cultura 13.00
15 November Orihuela Costa Town Hall 10.30
15 November San Miguel de Salinas Sports Centre 13.00
16 November Torrevieja CDT 16.00
20 November Denia Casa de Cultura 12.00
20 November Altea Casa de Cultura 17.00
21 November Calpe Hotel RHIfach 10.30
more......
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21 November Finestrat Casa de Cultura 17.00
10 December Jávea, Sala polivolente 12.30
18 December Benidorm Camping Villa Mar 11.30
18 December Jalón Valley Alcalalí 14.30
The Spanish local and regional governments continue to say to us that we are welcome and our part within
the community is appreciated. Nevertheless our postbag says that many of us are increasingly worried as
this whole process drags on and on. ECREU in Spain will continue to work to protect our rights and for the
bureaucracy to be improved.
Margaret Hales - margarethales@ecreu.com

i e s ex i t ?
r
r
Wo u t B r o f f
abo them t...
Let us know and we’ll give you a platform
G e t r ch e s
Send your thoughts to: contact@ecreu.com
u
yo Interesting article on WFA [September issue] I am one of the pensioners living in the French Alps that

wrote to the pensions board on this subject, where by the way we are below freezing for 5 months of the year,
with over a metre of snow in the garden most of that time! I have the same reply it’s too costly to regionalise. I
thought we were in the days of computers? I found out later that they had included the French DOMS in their
calculations to get the mean temperature.
I am 80, the only retired English lady in my valley, so not exactly going to break the bank! However imagine
my surprise this winter when I got a fuel allowance from the French government, more that I got from the UK,
because my French tax return showing my main income of UK State Pension was considered below the poverty
level and qualified for their allowance. WFA is means tested in France.
So there is hope for those that need it in France.

......ECREU Member, Helene (France)

Thank you for all of the work you and your team put into producing the newsletter. It is useful and appreciated.
We live in Tenerife - have done for 12 years - angry at the UK government incompetence
......ECREU Member, Peter, (Spain)

....and finally

Social media went potty the other day when the Government announced that a
commemorative 50p coin celebrating Brexit will be released next March.
Comments were less than favourable. A twitter message included images of the
coins with Private Frazer and Lance Corporal Jones saying: “we’re doomed” and
“don’t panic”.
Keith Burg, Ex Chair, Institute of Economic Development tweeted: “I think a commemorative
50p piece entirely appropriate, with each of the seven sides representing a different
interpretation of what Brexit was supposed to mean.”
Kirsty Blackman, the SNP’s deputy leader at Westminster, tweeted: “We were promised £350
million a week. Instead we’re getting 50p.”
As I write this, your 50p is worth just € 0.562
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Need to contact someone at ECREU?

If an email address is not shown in this newsletter, please email to: contact@ecreu.com
Italy - italy@ecreu.com
Spain - spain@ecreu.com

ex-Forces - briankemp@ecreu.com

At the time of writing, ECREU has 10,690 members in 28 EU countries:
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland

Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland

Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Don’t forget we are on Facebook!
Take part and post on to your friends...
...Click the logo:
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ECREU is an active participating member of British in Europe, the
the v
coalition of citizen’s groups in the EU This vital work needs your
support, so please click HERE if you are able to help.
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